
Superbowl 2023 PHX
A busy area for biz, but extra busy during the Superbowl weekend

Today gives us time to look around the LAS VEGAS AREA, with stops at HENDERSON, LAS

SUN 5 We fly from the UK to LAS VEGAS. We collect our vans and have a look around the airport. Our

THU 9    We leave Vegas and drive direct to KINGMAN where we hope for another one of our full ramp tours.
We then continue to PHOENIX where we spend the evening. Our hotel for the next 4 nights is nearby.

.

FRI 10    We have a day to visit the area airports, including PHX, MESA GATEWAY, GOODYEAR, FALCON
FIELD, SCOTTSDALE and GLENDALE.

SAT 11   The day before SUPERBOWL and plenty of early arrivals for the main event. We have a look around
all the local airports, plus spend time on the car park at SKY HARBOR.

SUN 12   Superbowl day and very busy for arrivals, flooding into Phoenix.

 

MON 13   Last day in the PHX area, with some late, morning after departures after the game. We have late
 .

FEB 5‐14‐

30 seats MAX - Local Departures available

MON 6

.

WED 8   Our final day in Las Vegas

Tour Cost: £1395 Deposit: £499 Single room: £419
Cost includes: Flights & all taxes, 8 nights hotel (some inc breakfast) Ground transportation

There is the option to extend by 2 nights, to visit the TUCSON area

.

hotel is near the biz area and we have guaranteed high floor rooms overlooking the whole airport.

VEGAS NORTH, NELLIS AFB and BOULDER CITY

TUE 7    Another relaxed day around the LAS VEGAS area. You can even spot from your room.

afternoon return flights to the UK.

£155
Only

MON 13  We drive south with a stop at ELOY and MARANA REGIONAL for the 
Skyvans and Twin otters. We arrive in TUCSON at our airport hotel for 2 nights.

TUE 14   We have the option of flights over AMARG this morning. We spend the
rest of the day at TUCSON, AMARG or visit PIMA MUSEUM.

WED 15  In the morning we visit MARANA PINAL AIRPARK and hope to get a 
ground tour. We then continue back to PHX for our evening return flights to the UK. 

Lots of extra airfields can be included for those who collect smaller aircraft.


